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My Goal in Physics
Yoshio Koide (Kuno Lab)
This title was somewhat misleading.
There is no settled goal in physics.
The goal moves with the lapse of time.
Therefore, physicist does not lose his work forever.
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Contents
1. Self-Introduction
Talk time is short. I will skip this Sec.

2. What is the standard model? (review)
Prior to talking about my goal, we need knowledge of the SM.

3. How about my research? (review of my works)
Finally, I will assign only 3 minutes to taking about my works.
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1. Self-Introduction
•

I am a physicist,
neither a mathematician
nor engineer.

•

I investigate particle physics.
"Particle" does not include
"wave", "space" and "string".

• My mottoes are:
Physics is never born from mathematics.
Theorist should not devote himself to parameter fitting
of the experimental data too accurately.
If not, he will loss sight of true law.
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2. What is the Standard Model (SM)?
First, I would like to give a definition of the "SM"

"Model" should be based on theoretical view.
It does not mean "empirical common sense".
Of course, the theory is destined to be excluded by experiments.

• Definition of the "SM":

Understanding of particle physics based on
SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1) gauge theory
• The characters in the SM:
The leading actors: Gauge bosons
SU(3)c: 8 glueons, SU(2)L: 3 weak bosons, U(1): 1 photon

Supporting actors: Quarks and leptons, Higgs scalar (H-, H40)

Quizes:
(Q1) In the SM, the weak bosons couple to electron
and muon with the same coupling constant ge = g.
How about ee and e?

Answer:
SU(2) gauge theory guarantees that all gauge coupling
constants for SU(2) doublets must be exactly same.
However, in the U(1) gauge theory, there is not such a
constraint. The electric charge of muon may theoretically
be different from that of electron.
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Quizes:
(Q2) In the SM, neutrinos can have non-zero mass,
or not?
Answer:
Dirac masses of Fermions in the SM are given by
Mf = yf vH (vH is a VEV of Higgs scalar)
The Yukawa coupling constants are completely free parameters.
We have no logic of y=0 in the SM.
We can choose suitable value of m according to the observation.
(Many young physicists after 1974 have misunderstood this point,
because they are influenced by GUT. In GUT, there is no room
for right-handed neutrinos. )
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P.S. (Q3) Do the following observations mean
as evidences of "Beyond SM"?
(a) Observation of the 4th generation particle
(b) Observation of sizable -e conversion
(c) Clear observation of neutrino oscillation

Answer
(a) SM
(b) BSM
(c) SM

We must strictly distinguish

a theoretical conclusion
from an empirical fact
e.g. a wrong statement:
In spite of longtime searches in neutrinoless  decay,
we could not find such an event. Therefore,
in the SM, neutrinos cannot have Majorana masses.
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Mass spectra and Mixings
In the SM, masses and mixings of quarks and leptons are
originated in the Yukawa coupling constants.
However, in the SM, these are completely free parameters.
Therefore,

SM is incompetent for flavor physics.
We have to find in a solution in Beyond SM!
Nowadays, nobody investigates the SM
as far as real physicists are concerned.
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3. How about my research?
• My publication list in 2015
``Quark and lepton mass matrix model with only six family-independent
parameters",
YK and H. Nishiura, Phys. Rev. D, 92, 111301(R)1-6 (2015).
``Family gauge boson production at the LHC",
YK, M. Yamanaka and H. Yokoya, Phys. Lett. B, 750, 384-389 (2015).
``Family gauge boson mass estimated from
YK, Phys. Rev. D, 92, 036009-1 - 036009-5 (2015).
``Can family gauge bosons be visible by terrestrial experiments?",
YK, JPS Conf. Proc. , 010009-010013 (2015).
``Origin of hierarchical structures of of quark and lepton mass matrices",
YK and H. Nishiura, Phys. Rev. D, D 91, 116002-1-10 (2015).
``Origin of hierarchical structures of quark and lepton mass matrices",
YK and H. Nishiura, Phys. Rev. D, D 91, 116002-1-10 (2015).
``Phenomenology of harmless family gauge bosons to mixing",
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YK, Int.J.Mod.Phys. A 30, 1550017-1550029 (2015).

• My works are classified into two categories
● Quark and lepton mass matrix model (Yukawaon model)
● Family gauge boson model (Extended Sumino FGB model)
● ``Quark and lepton mass matrix model with only six familyindependent parameters",
YK and H. Nishiura, Phys.¥ Rev. D, 92, 111301(R)1-6 (2015).
● ``Family gauge boson production at the LHC",
YK, M. Yamanaka and H. Yokoya, Phys. Lett. B, 750, 384-389 (2015).
● ``Family gauge boson mass estimated from
YK, Phys. Rev. D, 92, 036009-1 - 036009-5 (2015).
● ``Can family gauge bosons be visible by terrestrial experiments?",
YK, JPS Conf. Proc. , 010009-010013 (2015).
● ``Origin of hierarchical structures of of quark and lepton mass matrices",
YK and H. Nishiura, Phys. Rev. D, D 91, 116002-1-10 (2015).
● ``Origin of hierarchical structures of quark and lepton mass matrices",
YK and H. Nishiura, Phys. Rev. D, D 91, 116002-1-10 (2015).
● ``Phenomenology of harmless family gauge bosons to mixing",
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YK, Int.J.Mod.Phys. A 30, 1550017-1550029 (2015).

My Goal in Physics
● when the unified description
● When the FGBs
is achieved
are observed
● Yukawaon model
● Visible FGB model
Quark and lepton
masses and mixing

by terrestrial experiments
FGB masses are given by

are described
only by using

as

family-dependent input parameters

a few TeV -- 1000 TeV

Sumino 2009

U(3) x U(3)' family gauge symmetry
Sumino 2009; YK and Yamashita 2012
YK 1982
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Soon,
the -e conversion experiments will
shed light on my present goal,
because only the -e conv. expr. can
explore 102 TeV scale physics.

as LHC expr. explored TeV scale physics.12

